Editorial: Beyond Cognitive Ability
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Background and Motivation

The past 70 years of research in learning has primarily favoured a cognitive perspective. As such, learning and learning performance were measured based on factors such as memory, encoding, and retrieval. More sophisticated learning activities, such as perspective changes, still relied on a fundamental cognitive architecture (Dunlosky & Rawson, 2019). Early researchers advocating for a constructivist learning lens, such as Piaget, also assessed development on a range of cognitive tasks. Over the past several decades, this view of learning as cognitive has given rise to a range of augmenting perspectives. Researchers increasingly focus on mindsets, social learning, peer effects, self-regulation, and self-perception to evaluate the broader scope of learning. For learning analytics (LA), this transition has important implications for data collection and analysis, tools and technologies used, research design, and experimentation. This special issue continues existing conversations around LA and emerging competencies (Dawson & Siemens, 2014; Buckingham Shum & Crick, 2016) but also reflects the growing number of researchers engaging with these topics.

When we first started planning this special issue, we grappled with the terms that best encapsulated the extension of learning sciences and LA research beyond only cognition. Some of the considered terms are noncognitive, twenty-first-century competencies, soft skills, employability skills, and social and emotional learning. After extensive review of the literature, including the articles in this special issue, it became clear that our difficulty in settling on a term was hardly unique. There is little consensus among researchers and practitioners on what to call this cluster of concepts (Matteson, Anderson, & Boyd, 2016). As a result, we use the term social and emotional learning (SEL), but we do so awkwardly. It is an incomplete term to explain the scope of learning outside traditional cognitive lenses. Instead, we argue that a range of terms will be needed, with limited chance of a unifying term in the near future. This in itself is instructive of the growing number of researchers grappling with these concepts and how underexplored the space currently is. The lack of a common term, however, has not reduced interest across a range of sectors attempting to understand, quantify, assess, support, and promote these skills and attributes (Farrington et al., 2012; Rosen, Glennie, Dalton, Lennon, & Bozick, 2010), as well as their impact on academic and career success (Berenson, Boyles, & Weaver, 2008; Collet, du Plessis, & Hine, 2015; Deming, 2017; Pulakos, Arad, Donovan, & Plamondon, 2000), in a range of formal and informal settings.

Assessment of SEL remains problematic. As noted in our special issue call, these concepts “capture dimensions of learning broader than academic knowledge and have been well established in contemporary literature as highly relevant for success in school, work, or life in general. However, a challenge remains with the current assessment practices (e.g., summative, self-reported, infrequent, subjective) of these constructs as they are hard to quantify and measure.” We arrive at something that should be motivating for LA researchers: a concept that has significant interest in a range of educational settings, remains a largely unexplored area of research, and promises to significantly influence how learning is assessed and promoted in classrooms, in the workplace, and online. The space needs thoughtful and deliberate exploration.

History of SEL and Learning Analytics and Knowledge (LAK)

Recognizing the need for future skills that promote collaboration, engagement, and lifelong learning, learning systems from K–12 through to corporate learning are including social and emotional dimensions of learning in their curriculum. This is where the LA research community comes in, specifically in defining how to develop these dispositions that would lead to success in a complex changing world. Researchers in LA have made some initial attempts to define SEL and provide ways to assess competencies that are highly valued by educational institutions in a special issue of The Journal of Learning Analytics (Buckingham Shum & Crick, 2016). This early focus on SEL in LA was further broadened through SEL workshops. The inaugural workshop was delivered in conjunction with the annual Learning Analytics and Knowledge (LAK) conference in 2018. The first workshop focused on SEL assessment at scale while aiming to bridge the scarcity of scalable SEL skills assessments in digital environments. The second workshop, at LAK’19, further enriched the goal by incorporating the
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promotion of inclusion and diversity. The third workshop aims to systematically examine how LA methods can be used to evaluate SEL and, conversely, how understanding student SEL skills can improve LA models and the impact of interventions driven by these models.

In line with LAK’20’s theme of “shaping the future of the field,” the third workshop aims at investigating how LA can enable more impactful SEL research by (1) offering tutorials to highlight existing work that incorporates various LA methods into measuring and predicting critical SEL attributes and (2) connecting researchers and practitioners to collaboratively advance and expand this field by envisioning future activities and development as a deliverable of this workshop.

Over the past three years, SEL in the field of LAK has grown from an emergent topic to a growing branch of interest. The workshop attendees have showcased their early research and proposals on how SEL links to student learning and how the SEL focus can shape the development of LAK. The sophistication of both the topics and the methodologies advances year over year. Because of increasing demand and broadening interest in the area, we must invite scholars in the LA community to collaborate on formal exploration of SEL research. As such, the workshop organizers decided to host this Journal of Learning Analytics special issue to raise the profile of SEL research and invite increased consideration by the LA community of identification, assessment, and support for social and emotional dimensions of learning.

In the first article, Porter et al. look at how learners persist in the face of challenges. Confusion and difficulty are often part of the learning process and can contribute positively (Baker, D’Mello, Rodrigo, Ma, & Graesser, 2010; D’Mello & Graesser, 2012). Difficulties, however, can also lead to discouragement and disengagement, as discussed in Porter and her colleagues’ paper. The researchers use an adapted persistence, effort, resilience, and challenge-seeking (PERC) task to assess learner performance in online settings. They describe the limitations of traditional questionnaires and focus instead on mastery behaviours because they are more accurate at capturing learning performance. As the authors state, PERC “can contribute to the comprehensive and multimethod study of mastery behaviours to shed greater light on how they develop, and how to foster them.” Additionally, Porter et al. state that their “PERC is the only performance task of aggregate mastery behaviours to demonstrate evidence of convergent, discriminant, and incremental predictive validity.” Why does this matter? Understanding the behaviours of adolescent learners (the population of their study) in the face of difficulty is a needed foundation for assessing the impact of specific interventions, the types of interventions that are most effective, and the ways that scaffolding can be introduced at critical times.

In the second article, Crossley, Karumbaiah, Ocumpaugh, Labrum, & Baker evaluate SEL in the domain-specific context of mathematics. They emphasize existing research in mathematics success that indicates that a range of patterns, such as sophistication and sentiment, can be assessed based on language production. But can language be used to get at more ambiguous constructs such as affect? Crossley et al. suggest that it is possible when bringing together multiple sources of data and analytics strategies, including survey, clickstream, and natural language processing (NLP). Their focus is on math identity, “the degree to which one considers oneself a ‘math person,’” and how this can be “decomposed” into a series of finer-grained constructs that enable them to target those attributes through surveys and then ultimately identify and assess noncognitive factors involved in math success. While their study focuses on educational software for learning math, their multimodal approach (clickstream, language, and survey data) for examining noncognitive variables will be of interest to researchers in a range of disciplines.

In the third article, Dowell, Lin, Godfrey, & Brooks explore collaborative problem solving (CPS), a setting in which SEL is particularly prominent. The pedagogical approaches of many university classrooms are shifting toward active learning because engaged practices produce better educational outcomes than traditional lecture formats (Freeman et al., 2014). As learning on campuses becomes more social, collaborative, and group based, new approaches to assess the factors that contribute to performance are required. Using group communication analysis (GCA) (Dowell, Nixon, & Graesser, 2019), the authors use a range of sociocognitive measures to create interaction profiles evident in CPS. They highlight that existing research in complex problem-solving addresses the behaviours and actions of members but has not yet detailed the sociocognitive attributes that contribute to success in CPS. Their evaluation reflects an important advancement in modelling both how researchers might break down complex social constructs into a research program and how SEL is reflected in group learning. It is vital that tools and methods such as GCA be developed to move SEL from an ambiguous construct to a research-informed model.

Finally, Kent & Cukurova shift attention from the individual learner to the collective group and focus specifically on the processes of collaboration. At all levels of the education system, assessment focuses on individual gains. Where group work or collaborative learning is utilized, the assessment of individuals is still a primary goal. SEL requires interaction and engagement with others. This means researchers will need better tools for assessing collaboration, knowledge gains in groups, and successful configurations of networks. One approach to begin assessing collective learning benefits from working together is to use collaborative cognitive load theory (CCLT), as Kent & Cukurova have done in their paper. Cognitive load is not seen solely as an individual construct but rather as one that has a corollary role in a collective. The authors utilize social network
The four articles in the special issue advance research on SEL by providing models and frameworks that can be used to identify and assess attributes in social emotional learning. Integrated methods (Crossley et al.); validated models of learner behaviour in challenging settings (Porter et al.); the influence of individual profiles on complex problem-solving (Dowell et al.); and the focus on the collective group as possessing cognitive structures, including limitations (Kent & Cukurova), provide the LA community with promising approaches to identifying, assessing, and engaging with SEL.

Questions arise, however, about longer-term implications. Identifying and assessing SEL is a needed foundation. Future focus will be on how to develop and improve both individual and group skills. This will require attention to a range of areas, including the following.

Data Sources. Existing SEL studies often look at survey measures of SEL constructs and how these relate to student grades. Behavioural data, such as those derived from learning management systems (LMSs), are already being incorporated into the investigation, as noted by the papers in this issue. More advanced data collection, such as psychophysiological, will be needed to understand SEL, including temporal changes and variations distinct to individuals (such as during different times of the day or in different topic areas).

Outcomes. Academic grades are the most popular outcome measures in SEL research studies. There is a growing need to investigate how these SEL constructs contribute to success beyond academic settings, such as workplaces and well-being. Given the heavy “evidence-centred” mindset of education and corporations, how tolerant will they be to attributes that have a longer timeline and less-quantifiable outcomes? Shaping this conversation to ensure that the value of SEL is recognized beyond a grade metric will be an important contribution from LA researchers.

Generalizability. The majority of the SEL studies are grounded in the K–12 context. We will need to carefully investigate whether the findings apply to other populations, such as adult learners and online learners. In this special issue, all four papers have an online or a digital component, and two focus on adult learning settings (Kent & Cukurova; Dowell et al.). Applying the tools and methods presented to other contexts is a logical next step.

Interventions. As researchers clarify the conditions under which SEL flourishes and the distinct attributes that contribute to successful learning, practical applications arise regarding the role of interventions and the developmental nature of SEL. When students aren’t performing well, what interventions are required? Existing literature has identified a range of approaches to assist learners when they cognitively underperform. What is the equivalent in SEL? As well, to what degree can we develop learner SEL skills and mindsets through our existing pedagogical approaches? What needs to change in classrooms to make that a more explicit focus?

In addition to advancing basic science in learning, LA directly connects to practice and implementation. Few topics are more prevalent in today’s education settings than future skills and mindsets, including their assessment and development. Systems of learning, whether K–12, higher education, or lifelong learning, represent a network of networks. A change in one aspect of the system generates consequences in others. The growing focus on SEL reflects these systemic ripples: new pedagogical approaches are being adopted, active learning is promoted, and collaborative and team-based learning forms an important aspect of any student learning experience. We invite LA researchers to engage with these promising areas of research and practice through the lens of SEL.
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